Please join us at the gallery to see a diverse and exciting selection of unframed and framed photographs carefully chosen from the gallery’s archive for our special Christmas weekend.

This intriguing selection includes 19th and 20th century photographs of all types including albumen prints, carbon prints and gelatin silver prints. The subject matter is equally wide ranging from portraits [including some famous faces], nudes, landscapes, botanical prints, still-lifes, urban nights to daytime street scenes, architectural monuments to vernacular scenes and even the odd topographical work. Unusual work from well established photographers such as Karl Blossfeldt, Robert Doisneau, Richard Dunkley and Edward Quinn along with some true gems from more obscure and unknown photographers. There is something for everyone.

We will also have a great selection of frames available for purchase in many shapes and sizes as well as photography books for sale.

Drop by for a mince pie and a browse.

**Michael Hoppen Gallery**
Saturday 1st - Sunday 2nd December
11 - 5 pm each day

**CONTACT**
0207 352 3649

gallery@michaelhoppengallery.com
MARKET HIGHLIGHTS

Robert Doisneau, Flea Circus with Gun carriage

Louis Stettner, Commuters

Unknown Photographer, Skating silhouettes

Richard Dunkley, End of the Affair